Disclaimer:

The following show contains offensive material. The images you will see come from our very own labs. They are not intended to put anyone on the spot but to constructively take some urgent measures.

Some common “bad habits” are pointed out with the aim of changing our culture and SERIOUSLY make an effort to have a safer, more operative environment.
Number one issue: unlabelled containers

UNLABELLED, highly toxic and dangerous sulfochromic solution, ready for a nice spill, an acid bath or to burn your skin.
Number two issue: flammable liquids everywhere

In the air, on the floor, nice flammable labels for fluids not properly stored.
Number three issue: gas cylinders ready to rock

Nice tandem skydiving. “We love each other so much we are not ready to die alone”.

Fasten your seat belts.
Number four issue: proper storage of containers

Acids, alkalis, flammable and toxic wastes, all mixed together making love

Pisa tower ready to fall
Number five issue: Fume hoods with sash wide open.
No secondary containment.
Number six issue (maybe number one!): No safety glasses nor food in our courts.

NO safety glasses
NO food
NO drink
NO cookies, NO, NO, NO
Number seven issue: Old plans, ancient experiments.

Ancient safety plans

Experiments running since 2004. Please don’t disturb!
Number eight issue: “This end up, very up”.

Storing boxes high, very high, close to the ceiling, ready to fall as this matches box
Number nine issue: Cables, cables, everywhere

HOT, HOT, HOT

The more cables the merrier, specially close to hot plates.
Number ten issue: Clutter rooms? Who say clutter?

It is not as bad as this, after all!
Number eleven issue:

We leave it to you. Please add your pics after your inspection.